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alma aamiry-khasawnih
GWSS Alumni - Post Doctoral Scholar Gonzaga University
khasawnih@gonzaga.edu
Arab Feminisms, Arab Spring, Arab World, Egypt, Feminist Theory, Politics of Representation, Postcolonial, Public Art, Queer Studies, Social Change, Transnational, Urban Studies, Visual Culture
View profile

Zakiya Adair
GWSS Alumni - Assistant Professor in Women's and Gender Studies and African American Studies, The College of New Jersey
African American History, Black Internationalism, Transnational Women's Cultural History
View profile

Alka Arora
GWSS Alumni - Associate Professor, Women's Spirituality, California Institute of Integral Studies
Animal Ethics, Buddhism, Multicultural Feminist Theory, Spiritual Activism
View profile

Amy Bhatt
GWSS Alumni - Associate Professor of Gender, and Women's Studies, University of Maryland
Effects of Migration on Gender and Families, Social Reproduction, South Asian Community Formation
View profile
Brianna Blaser
GWSS Alumni - Counselor/Coordinator, DO-IT Center, University of Washington
Women in Science
View profile

Jeanette Bushnell
GWSS Alumni - Part-time Lecturer, University of Washington Honors Program
View profile

Renee Byrd
GWSS Alumni - Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, Humboldt State University
Mass Imprisonment, Neoliberal Political Rationalities, Prisoner Re-Entry, Race
View profile

Rebecca Castner
GWSS Alumni
View profile

Calla Chancellor
GWSS Alumni - Instructional Consultant, University of Washington
Digital Humanities, Teaching and Critical Pedagogies
View profile

Monica De La Torre
Monica De La Torre
GWSS Alumni - Assistant Professor, School of Transborder Studies, Arizona State University
Chicana/o, Media Studies, Radio and Sound Studies
View profile

Sara Diaz
GWSS Alumni - Associate Professor, Women's and Gender Studies, Gonzaga University
diazs@gonzaga.edu
Feminism, Feminism and Science, Gender, Race and Ethnicity, Women, Women and the Environment
View profile

Martha Gonzalez
GWSS Alumni - Associate Professor of Chicana/o Latina/o Studies, Scripps The Women's College
mgonzale@scrippscollege.edu
Chicana/o, Ethnomusicology, Feminism, Latino/a Studies, Performance Studies, Transnational
View profile

Alyssa Hellrung
Part-time Lecturer, Gender, Women & Sexuality Studies
ahellrun@uw.edu
PDL B111
Gender & Sports
View profile

Mae C. Henderson
GWSS Alumni
View profile

Nina Kim Hanson
GWSS Alumni - Public Speaker, Let Love Lead
Religion
Jan Kinney
GWSS Alumni - Curriculum Design Specialist, University of Washington
Academic Excellence
View profile

Kristina Knoll Niemi
GWSS Alumni - Civil Rights Analyst, California Department of Social Services
Civil Rights Laws
View profile

Kristy Leissle
GWSS Alumni - Researcher & Writer on the Global Chocolate Industry
Politics Economics and Cultures of the Global Chocolate Industry
View profile

Serena Maurer
GWSS Alumni - Consultant, Compassionate Social Justice Consulting
View profile

Michelle L. McGowan
GWSS Alumni - Associate Professor, UC Department of Pediatrics, UC Department of Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Ethical Legal and Social Implications of Genetics and Genomics, Reproductive Technologies
View profile
Tylir McKenzie
GWSS Alumni - Full-time lecturer University of Washington Tacoma
tylirm@uw.edu
Critical Pedagogy, Education, Feminist Pedagogy, Gender, Identity and self disclosure, Intersectional Educational Approaches, Online Learning, Online pedagogy, Popular Culture, Psychology, Scholarship of teaching and learning, Sexuality, Writing Pedagogy
View profile

Akanksha Misra
GWSS Alum
Education, Gender, Indian, Sexuality, Turkish
View profile

Dipika Nath
GWSS Alumni, Faculty at UWC Dilijan College
View profile

Logan O'Laughlin
GWSS Alumni - Post-doctoral researcher, Duke University
View profile

Amy Peloff
GWSS Alumni - Speakers Bureau Presenter, Humanities Washington and Administrator League of Women Voters of Washington
Feminism, Women
View profile
Nicole Robert
GWSS Alumni - Public Educator and Museum Professional, Museum of History & Industry
Museum Studies/Museology
View profile

Julius Rodriguez
GWSS Alumni - Program Specialist, North Seattle College
View profile

Noralis Rodriguez-Coss
GWSS Alumni - Assistant Professor, Women’s & Gender Studies, Gonzaga University
Activism, Body, Decolonial, Feminism, Gender, Island Studies, Performance Studies, Public Protests, Violence and Trauma
View profile

Karen Rosenberg
GWSS Alumni - Director of Writing and Communication Center, University of Washington, Bothell
Writing Pedagogy
View profile

Jaye Sablan
GWSS Alumni - Assistant Director of Core Programs, UW Graduate School
Indigenous Feminism, Native Pacific Cultural Studies, Transnational Genders and Sexualities
View profile
Julie Severson
GWSS Alumni - Director of the Office of Research Misconduct Proceedings, UW
View profile

Yiyu Tian
GWSS Alumni
Anthropology, Biopolitics, Body, Chinese, East Asian, Labor, Migration, Performance Studies, Political Economy, Reproduction, Science and Technology
View profile

Jiwoon Yu-Lee
GWSS Alumni, Postdoctoral Scholar, Arizona State University
Activism, Ethnography, Feminist Theory, Janitorial work, Labor, Oral History, Political Economy, Social division of labor, Social Justice, South Korea, Transnational
View profile

Shuxuan Zhou
GWSS Alumni - Senior Researcher Seattle Office of Civil Rights
Chinese, Feminism, Gender, Labor, Women
View profile
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